Technical data sheet

OCULTO
product description
OCULTO is an invisible, water based impregnation oil for parquet and
wooden furniture. The wood retains its original and untreated appearance. OCULTO is particularly suitable for interiors where a natural
finish is needed such as parquet, veneer and other wooden objects.
OCULTO is an Anti-slip finish and has UV inhibitors.

Technical data
viscosity

+/- 16 sec (Din 4mm)

solid content

+/- 28% by weight

density

+/- 1 kg/l

gloss

<5 Gu /(60°)

Dilution

clear

Antislip : DCoF 0,49 (>0,43 = High slip resistance)

preparation
Substrate: solid wood, multilayer wood or veneer.
Prepare the floor according to the instructions.
Sand the wood with 120-150 grit sanding paper, and remove any
sanding dust.

USER TIPS
OCULTO can be used as a sealer and topcoat and needs to be applied
in 3 coats. Mix or stir the product well before use and don’t dilute it.
Application is done by a brush or roller. Apply the first layer wet in
wet to avoid overlapping. When the first layer is dry, apply the second
layer as the first layer. When the second layer is dry, sand with grain
150-180, remove sand dust and apply the third layer.

1L

5L

Optional, a hardener (10%) can be added in the 3 coats for improved
durability. Add the hardener slowly by stirring till a homogenious
mass.

Drying times
Dust free: 20 to 30 minutes
Sandable: 4 to 6 hours
Chargeable after 24 hours
The drying time is strongly depending on the applied quantity, the
temperature, air humidity and the ventilation of the room. Through a
higher temperature and good ventilation, drying time is limited.

applying quantity
10-12 m²/liter per coat
Ciranova® products are made for the professional user.
The instructions specified in the data sheet are formulated
after necessary tests were performed and after years
of experience. However, they are drawn to our best
knowledge and ability. The user must test the application
of the product in the for him applicable conditions.
Guarantee can not be derived out the text of this
technical description.
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AFTER TREATMENT
Regularly maintenance with Hard Floor Fresh Ciranova®. For periodical maintenance, UNICARE X-MATT. Hard Floor Cleaner Ciranova® is
used for cleaning very dirty floors and removing old polish layers.

product information
12 months in well-closed and unopened packing.
not frost-durable.
Pot life with hardener: +/- 3 hours.

Special qualities
Use only stainless material. After use, rinse the material directly with
water. This product cannot be poured into sewerage. If a stain on the
wood is needed, only use Ciranova AQUAPAD + HARDENER.
Be aware of discoloration or detachment because of wood compounds like resins or tannin.
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